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Abstract

As social media platforms expand, the influencer marketing industry is growing at a remarkable rate, and brands
increasingly seek to work with influencers to promote their products. How is an influencer’s reputation affected
when the influencer posts a sponsored video? We collect a novel dataset of 85,692 user-generated YouTube
videos created by 861 prominent English-speaking influencers in the beauty and style category. We extract a
rich set of theory-driven features and use DiNardo-Fortin-Lemieux reweighting to construct comparable
treatment and control groups that are matched at the influencer-video level. A difference-in-differences analysis
on the matched sample finds that a sponsored video, compared to an equivalent organic video, costs the
influencer 0.17% of their reputation on average, though brand sponsorship is most harmful to mid-status
influencers and is not harmful to low-status influencers. We explore the underlying mechanisms by analyzing
two types of audience response variables: audience engagement (likes and comments) and emotions (captured
in the comment text). The treatment coefficient becomes insignificant when we add the audience response
variables to the model; an analysis of audience comments suggests that the negative effect of brand
sponsorship on reputation involves less engagement with sponsored (vs. organic) videos and less trust in the
video/influencer. Our study empirically tests an assumption of several theoretical works, contributes to the
literature on influencer marketing and celebrity endorsements, and provides managerial implications for both
influencers and social platforms.
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